
Fixed Stadium 
Seating



Adopts a superior frequency 
conversion, multi- point, wall thickness 
control technique to ensure the 
products mold is uniform and the 
texture is smooth. 

Diamond
Series



Backrest and base material: High 
quality,heavy duty polyethylene (HDPE) 
with anti-UV, anti-oxidant and anti-static 
additives makes this seat a very high 
performer. Mechanical test passed 
EN12727. 

Support structure: CNC controlled tube 
bending and precise steel stamping of 
parts are fabricated by robotic welding. 
Mounting stanchions are coated with 
hot galvanized surfacing to ensure very 
high corrosion resistance. 

Folding system: A superior gravity 
folding system ensures no noise during 
the folding process. The folded thickness 
is 290mm,making it safe and convenient 
when evacuating. 

Diamond Flip Up



Diamond Flip Up



Diamond Monoblock

Style: A modern simple style with smooth 
lines and visual appeal. The ergonomic seat 
design ensures maximum comfort for 
extended periods of time.

Back and base: manufactured from high 
quality HDPE with anti-fire, anti-UV, 
anti-oxidant and anti-static additives ensures 
the highest quality and performance. Steel 
threads cast into th base mold increase load 
ability and maximize strenght.

Mechanical test passed the EN12727. Drain 
holes in the base allow water to escape 
during rain.

Support structure: The floor and riser 
mounting brackets are cast from magnesium 
alloy and receive quality powder coat or hot 
galvanized surface coatings



Diamond Monoblock



Adopting superior frequency 
conversion multi-wall thickness 
control technique to make sure the 
product is uniform and its texture is 
smoother and softer. 

Merit 
Series



Merit Series
Sites applicable: stadium, arena, gym. 

Style: Ergonomic design ensures long time 
comfortable seat feeling. Classic design makes it 
has long life time. 

Back and base material: High quality HDPE with 
imported color master makes the seat with high 
performance on anti-ultraviolet, anti-oxidant and 
anti-static. 

Support Structure: Aluminum alloy for floor 
mounted stanchion with powder coating after 
surface pickling and Parkerizing. 

Anti-UV: Passed SGS test 

Mechanism test: Passed EN12727 
Optional: 

1. Seat No. plate, Row No. plate, 
2. Mill, fabric, synthetic leather are all available. 
3. The wider seat option can be used for VIP. 

Guarantee: Fully 3 years guarantee 



Merit Series



Manufactured from high quality 
HDPE with anti-UV, anti- oxidant and 
anti- static additives ensures the 
highest quality and performance. 

The combination of high 
performance bearings and 
increased wall thickness increase 
load ability and maximize strength.

Kook
Series



Kook Series

Seat Mounting Beam: High quality 60mm x 40mm x 
3.5mm RHS tube with hot dip galvanized coating.

Craft work: The seat back and base have a 4.0mm wall 
thickness using a double blow mould technique carried 
out by qualified technicians.

Mounting Legs: High quality 70mm x 30mm oval pipe 
with hot dip galvanized coating.

Options Available: Upholstered foam inserts are 
available in PU leather or fabric covering.Seat and row 
numbers are also available.

Folding system: Using quality bearings and double 
springs ensures the folding mechanism is smooth quiet 
and maintenance free. 

Guarantee: All components are guaranteed for 3 years.



Kook Series



Incorporates a steel internal frame for 
strength and special webbing with cold 
mold foam for superior comfort. 

Horit VIP
Series



Horit Series
Seat Support and Armrest: The seat support post is cast from 
magnesium alloy and has a polyurethane coated steel armrest. 

Folding system: The gravity folding system and a dampening reducer 
mechanism ensures the folding function is smooth, quiet and 
maintenance free. 

FEATURES：

• Base and cushion adopts high-density fire-resistant foam, The 
surface used soft high-density cold-pressed foam.

• Silent folding mechanism can ensure the quickness when 
folding.For the spring ,we use 65MN high-quality spring to ensure 
the folding.

• Ergonomic design allowing a better seating feel. Other 
features:anti-punching,Resistance Acid And Alkali,water 
proof,wearproof,antiaging

• Mounting Structure: High quality RHS steel beam welded to steel 
floor mount stanchions and finished with quality powder coated 
surface. 

• Options: Seat and row numbers are available. Backboards can be 
steel or wood and upholstery is available in fabric or PU leather.

.



Horit Series



Adopts a superior frequency 
conversion, multi- point, wall thickness 
control technique to ensure the 
products mold is uniform and the 
texture is smooth.

Coolin
Series



Coolin Series

Folding system: A superior gravity folding 
system ensures no noise during the folding 
process. The folded thickness is 290mm,making 
it safe and convenient when evacuating.

Backrest and base material: High 
quality,heavy duty polyethylene (HOPE) with 
anti-UV, anti-oxidant and anti-static additives 
makes this seat a very high performer. 

Mechanical test passed EN12727.

Support structure: CNC controlled tube 
bending and precise steel stamping of parts are 
fabricated by robotic welding. Mounting 
stanchions are coated with hot galvanized 
surfacing to ensure very high corrosion 
resistance.



Coolin Series



Smile
Series



Smile Series



Smile Series



A modern simple style with smooth 
lines and visual appeal. 

The ergonomic seat design ensures 
maximum comfort for extended 
periods of time.

Salin
Series



Salin Series

Support Structure: The floor and riser 
mounting brackets are cast from magnesium 
alloy and receive quality powder coat or hot 
galvanized surface coatings.

Back and base: Manufactured from high 
quality HDPE with anti-fire anti-UV, anti- oxidant 
and anti- static additives ensures the highest 
quality and performance. Steel threads cast into 
the base mold increase load ability and 
maximize strength. Drain holes in the base 
allow water to escape during rain.The back 
board has different height , will satisfied with 
the client all kinds of requirement.



Salin Series



High quality injection molded 
polypropylene back and base with 
fade resistant additives.

Shine
Series



Shine Series
Options: seat and row numbers are available.

Guarantee: All components are guaranteed for 3 years.

Color Option: AVANT Sports can provide various color 
options to meet customers requirement.

Support Structure: The floor and riser mounting 
brackets are shaped by a press brake and receive quality 
powder coat for indoor use or hot galvanized coating for 
outdoor use. 

Folding Mechanism: A gravity folding mechanism 
ensures quiet, smooth, maintenance free operation. The 
seat base automatically folds up when the seat is 
vacated.

Accessories: Aluminum alloy plate with printed seat 
numbers are attached to the seat using aluminum pop 
rivets.

Installation: Floor mount and riser mount use a shared 
support frame.



High quality injection molded 
polypropylene back and base with 
fade resistant additives.

Borway
Series



Borway Series

Support Structure: The steel are 
shaped by a press brake and receive 
quality powder coat for indoor use or 
hot galvanized coating for outdoor use. 



Enhanced comfort and grip on 
backrest and seat with special grain to 
avoid sliding.

Hilo Z10
Series



Hilo Z10 Series
Reinforced Backrest and Base
• Injected with premium PP material.
• More stability in strength and structure.
• UV-resistant plastic and flame-retardant protection for indoor and 

outdoor use.

Mounting Options for Grandstand: Unique mounting options with beam 
result in lower labor costs and make it easier for any seat adjustments. 
Makes for faster maintenance, repair or replacexnent. 

• Use 2 expansion anchors to affix the frame into the base.
• Use a specifically designed steel piece to connect the frame with the 

H-shaped aluminum alloy beam.
• The assembly of the backrest and seat is done in the factory saving time 

and money.
• Use 2 stabilizers to affix the seat to the H-shaped alunrinum alloy beam.

Photo caption : Top Row -- Floor mounted with beam; Bottom Row: Riser 
mounted with beam.

Ergonomic Design: Rigid, but conifortable. Contoured with a firm backrest 
for an improved spectator experience. 

For Telescopic Stand: *Mounted on the rear section ofthe tread. *4 folding 
mechanisms: pedal operated, manually folded, semi-automatic folding and 
fully-automatic folding.



Steel frame with leather or fabric 
around foam cushion.

Feel like a VIP.

Hilo Z01 VIP
Series



Hilo Z01 Series

• Aluminum alloy nameplate

• Independent frame and base



Wooden backrest base. 

Durable and ergonomically designed.

Hilo Z31
Series



Hilo Z31 Series
Backrest and Base 
Wooden backrest base. Durable and ergonomically designed.
Support Frame System 
Cast aluminum alloy. 
Powder coated surface.
Anti-corrosion metal. 

Custom Options
Upholstery with leather and fabric options with foam inside
Independent beam-mounted armrest 
Cupholder 
Tray table for writing and Laptop use 

Mounting Options 
Floor mounted with beam 
Riser mounted with beam 
Independently mounted 
Independently riser mounted

For Telescopic Stand 
Floor mounted beam telescopic stands. 
4 folding mechanisms: pedal operated, manually folded,semi-automatic 
folding and fully-automatic folding.



Injection molded with premium PP 
material with gravity folding 
mechanism. 

An excellent seating solution for both 
indoor and outdoor use. Durable, 
UV-resistant, and flame-retardant to 
meet EU standards.

Hilo Z26
Series



Hilo Z26 Series

Slight Grain Design on Seat Surface: Adds 
an extra aesthetic element to the seat 
appearance and better grip. 

Various Mounting Options: 1. Floor mounted 
with beam 2. Riser mounted with beam 3. 
Independently floor mounted 4. 
Independently riser mounted 



An exclusive design and patented. Its 
clean lines convey a more 
contemporary look. 

Chairs can be set up individually or 
interlocked together to creat a row. Its 
designs range from basic to VIP and 
fixed type to telescopic. 

Hilo Z23 folding stadium chair aims to 
your various seating needs adding 
extra value to your investment.

Hilo Z23
Series



Hilo Z23 Series

Support Frame System: Die stamp 
support frame system made of steel; 
Reinforced joints maximize durability 
and craftsmanship.




